Community Public Health Equity Awardee Kickoff Meeting

Connecting with people

First generation college student

My whole life... learning about public health without knowing it

Welcome Dolly England

Aka the Beyoncé of Public Health

Wearable art!

Lived & worked in Alaska

This is NEW & INNOVATIVE WORK!

So many possibilities for COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT!

Meet our GRANT SUPPORT TEAM

OHA Community Engagement Team
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Importance of Joy and Celebration

Our differences may be apparent but not that significant. Our commonalities may be significant but not as apparent.

This is visionary landmark work.

Responding to local context & needs.

Your work is eminently needed.

Dr. James Mason

Keynote

Learning from community & frontline experiences during COVID-19

Looking at our intersectionalities

Being better listeners

Looking up for others

SELF-CARE &

Justice

JEDi

DEiB

Belonging

Learning from grantees

Justicing

PRACTICE- BASED EVIDENCE!

EVIDENCE- BASED PRACTICE?

Go beyond labels

Whole person

Generative knowledge

Structural barriers

Upstream work

Connecting, relationship & trust with those we serve

VIsual Notes: Reilly Dow | PinkFish.ca
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What project is your organization most excited to do through this grant?

Imagery, descriptors, symbols?

What do you want other community members to know about your work?

Meaningful work with young people

Dreaming of sustainable, long-term funding

A thread that weaves through our work

Resilience, skills & histories

Upstream work

Strong, tall tree with healthy roots

Seed of healing

What inspired you? Images or symbols?

Inspired to do this work by losing my father

If there were a bike nearby, I would use it!

Learning about others doing this work!

Oregon Health Authority

Visual notes: Reilly Dow | PinkFish.ca
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Gratitude and Admiration

Modernizing our Health System and Ways of Working

Our Definition of Health Equity Requires That We Acknowledge Historical Inequities

Building Relationships

Engaging with Communities from a Place of Strength

What is the Legacy We Want to Leave?

Our Bold Audacious Goal is to Eliminate Health Inequities by 2030

Closing Remarks

Director Rachael Banks
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